EFA-SRT® L ECO: The internal use all-rounder

The excellent price performance ratio of the EFA-SRT® L ECO cannot fail to impress. It’s extremely durable, incorporates our well proven construction coupled with a space saving design. This door requires little site preparation and is capable of dealing with moderate wind pressures, providing an effective barrier to unwanted air exchange.

Top cover
• Options for straight or angled covers, intended to reduce particle settlement.

Control EFA-TRONIC®
• Externally mounted polycarbonate control box
• With integrated frequency converter

Door curtain
• Clear PVC with warning stripes in a selection of colours
• Optionally 2 mm thick Transilon with or without vision panels

Finish
• Galvanised, stainless steel or powder coating acc. to RAL

Safety
• Photo cell combined with contact edge
• Optionally infra-red light curtain (TLG)

Door legs
• Slim design
• Easy manual opening utilizing counter weights and pull chord

General
• Door opening speed up to 2.0 m/sec.
• Max. sizes W = 4,000 mm x H = 4,000 mm
• Designed for 150,000 cycles per year

Tested and certified by IFT institute